Le Triple Wheels
y o u r

the human factor

h e l p i n g

h a n d

LeTriple Wheels, a chair that can truly get you further. LeTriple Wheels
is a chair with a very different look, but of course that’s not the only
thing different! LeTriple Wheels unites contemporary styling with a big
chunk of functionality. Should your degree of mobility be deteriorating,
or if you’re simply having a bad day, a standard ‘pedal’ chair may not
be sufficient. Then the LeTriple Wheels, uniting shifting and wheelchair
functions into an all-in and comfortable chair, is the chair for you.

seat adjustment, tilt: 3°
forwards/5° backwards

seat adjustment: backrest
adjustable from 82° to 107°

width can be set at 45 cm and
50 cm

total standard width
seat width + 25 cm

armrests can be folded up

armrest length can be adjusted
from 10 cm to 20 cm

FLEXIBLE MOBILITY
LeTriple Wheels is very light to move and can be both shifted and rolled. The
sprung rear wheels of LeTriple Wheels ensure that indoor obstacles such as
bumps can be easily and safely traversed. The parking brake is easy to use and
stylishly concealed in the wheel. Moreover, the large wheels ensure that even
in a small space you can still manoeuvre with excellent flexibility.

total depth 79 cm

height-adjustable backrest from
17 cm to 30 cm

EVERYTHING IN REACH
LeTriple Wheels is a chair you can use throughout the day, whether you’re
eating at the table, working at the computer or want to grab something from
a kitchen cupboard. Thanks to the additional electric high-low reach, it’s all
possible with LeTriple Wheels. Just like with a ‘pedal’ chair, it is easy and safe
to work at a height with LeTriple Wheels. The seat height can be electrically
adjusted from 43 cm to no less than 77 cm. And of course we have a footrest
that moves up with the chair. The chair can be effortlessly lifted high, while its
stable base will ensure that the chair is always firmly grounded.

brake

carrying capacity up to 125 kg

SETTINGS
Besides all the functional solutions it provides, LeTriple Wheels is also fully adjustable. Seat width, seat depth and armrests can all be easily set. Moreover,
thanks to its modular design it can be completely adjusted to your individual
requirements and a variety of functional options can be added.
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the human factor

PEOPLE ARE THE CENTRE OF FOCUS FOR ALL PRODUCTS CREATED BY SOWECARE.
LE TRIPLE WAS CONCEIVED AND DEVELOPED IN COOPERATION WITH FIRST BV
AND IS MANUFACTURED BY SOWECARE.

electric up-down adjustment:
from 43 cm to 77 cm

